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Abstract— Service prioritization amongdiffer ent traffic classes
is an important goal for the future Inter net. Conventional ap-
proachesto solving this problem consider the existing best-effort
classasthe low-priority class,and attempt to developmechanisms
that provide “better -than-best-effort” service. In this paper, we
explore the opposite approach, and devise a new distrib uted
algorithm to realize a low-priority service (as compared to the
existing best effort) fr om the network endpoints.To this end, we
develop TCP Low Priority (TCP-LP), a distributed algorithm
whose goal is to utilize only the excessnetwork bandwidth as
compared to the “fair share” of bandwidth as targeted by TCP.
The key mechanismsunique to TCP-LP congestioncontrol are
the useof one-way packet delays for congestionindications and
a TCP-transparent congestionavoidance policy. Our simulation
results show that: (1) TCP-LP is largely non-intrusive to TCP
traffic; (2) both single and aggregateTCP-LP flows are able to
successfullyutilize excessnetwork bandwidth; moreover, multiple
TCP-LP flows share excessbandwidth fairly; (3) substantial
amounts of excessbandwidth are available to low-priority class,
even in the presenceof “gr eedy” TCP flows; (4) the response
times of web connectionsin the best-effort classdecreaseby up
to 90% when long-lived bulk data transfers useTCP-LP rather
than TCP.

I . INTRODUCTION

M OTIVATED by the diversity of networked applica-
tions, a significant effort has been made to provide

differentiationmechanismsin the Internet,e.g., [1]. However,
despitethe availability of simpleandscalablesolutions(e.g.,
[2]), deployment hasnot beenforthcoming. A key reasonis
the heterogeneity of the Internet itself: with vastly different
link capacities,congestionlevels, etc.,a singlemechanism is
unlikely to be uniformly applicable to all network elements.

In this paper, we devise TCP-LP (Low Priority), an end-
point protocol that achieves two-classservice prioritization
without any support from the network. The key observation
is that end-to-enddifferentiation can be achieved by having
different end-host applications employ different congestion
control algorithmsasdictatedby their performanceobjectives.
SinceTCP is the dominant protocol for best-effort traffic, we
designTCP-LP to realizea low-priority serviceas compared
to the existing best effort service.Namely, its objective is
for TCP-LP flows to utilize the bandwidth left unused by
TCP flows in a non-intrusive, or TCP-transparent, fashion.
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Moreover, TCP-LP is a distributed algorithm that is realized
asa sender-side modificationof the TCP protocol.

One class of applications of TCP-LP is low-priority file
transferover the Internet. For network clients on low-speed
accesslinks, TCP-LP provides a mechanism to retain faster
response times for interactive applications using TCP, while
simultaneously making progresson background file transfers
usingTCP-LP. Similarly, in enterprise networks, TCP-LPen-
ableslarge file backups to proceedwithout impeding interac-
tive applications, a functionality that would otherwise require
a multi-priority or separatenetwork. Finally, institutions often
rate-limit certain applications (e.g., peer-to-peer file sharing
applications) suchthat they do not degrade the performance
of otherapplications. In contrast, TCP-LPallows low priority
applications to use all excesscapacitywhile also remaining
transparent to TCP flows.

A secondclass of applications of TCP-LP is inference
of available bandwidth for network monitoring, end-point
admissioncontrol [3], andperformance optimization (e.g., to
selecta mirror server with the highest available bandwidth).
Current techniques(e.g., [4], [5], [6]) estimateavailableband-
width by making statistical inferences on measurementsof
the delayor loss characteristicsof a sequence of transmitted
probe packets. In contrast, TCP-LP is algorithmic with the
goal of transmittingat the rate of the available bandwidth.
Consequently, competingTCP-LPflows obtaintheir fair share
of theavailablebandwidth, asopposedto probing flows which
infer thetotal availablebandwidth, overestimatingthe fraction
actuallyavailableindividually whenmany flowsaresimultane-
ously probing. Moreover, as the availablebandwidth changes
over time, TCP-LP provides a mechanism to continuously
adaptto changing network conditions.

Our methodology for developing TCP-LP is as follows.
First, we develop a reference model to formalize the two de-
sign objectives: TCP-LPtransparency to TCP, and(TCP-like)
fairnessamongmultiple TCP-LP flows competing to share
the excessbandwidth. The reference model consistsof a two
level hierarchical scheduler in which the first level provides
TCP packetswith strict priority over TCP-LPpacketsandthe
secondlevel provides fairness among microflows within each
class.TCP-LPaimsto achieve this behavior in networkswith
non-differentiated(first-come-first-serve) service.

Next, to approximatethereferencemodelfrom a distributed
end-point protocol, TCP-LP employs two new mechanisms.



First, in order to provide TCP-transparent low-priority service,
TCP-LP� flows mustdetectoncoming congestion prior to TCP
flows. Consequently, TCP-LP uses inferences on one-way
packet delays as early indications of network congestion vs.
packet lossesusedby TCP. We develop a simple analytical
model to show thatdueto thenon-linear relationshipbetween
throughput and round-trip time, TCP-LP can maintainTCP-
transparency even if TCP-LP flows have larger round-trip
times thanTCP flows. Moreover, a desirable consequenceof
early congestion inferencesvia one-waydelaymeasurements
is that they detect congestion only on the forward path
(from the sourceto the destination) and prevent false early
congestionindications from reversecross-traffic.

TCP-LP’s secondmechanism is a novel congestionavoid-
ancepolicy with threeobjectives: (1) quickly backoff in the
presenceof congestionfrom TCP flows, (2) quickly utilize
the available excessbandwidth in the absenceof sufficient
TCP traffic, and (3) achieve fairnessamongTCP-LP flows.
To achieve theseobjectives, TCP-LP’s congestionavoidance
policy modifies the additive-increasemultiplicative-decrease
policy of TCP via the additionof an inference phaseanduse
of a modifiedback-off policy.

Finally, we perform an extensive set of ns-2 simulation
experiments and study TCP-LP’s characteristics in a variety
of scenarios.First, in our experimentswith greedy TCP flows
(FTP downloads), we show that TCP-LP is largely non-
intrusive to TCP traffic, and that TCP flows achieve approx-
imately the samethroughput whetheror not TCP-LP flows
arepresent.Second, we explore TCP-LP’s dynamic behavior
using experiments with artificial “square-wave” background
traffic. We show that singleandaggregateTCP-LPflows can
successfullytrack and utilize the excessnetwork bandwidth.
Finally, in our experimentswith HTTP backgroundtraffic, we
show thatflows in thebest-effort classcanbenefitsignificantly
from thetwo-classserviceprioritization scheme.For example,
the responsetimesof web connections in the best-effort class
decreaseby up to 90%whenlong-livedbulk datatransfersuse
TCP-LPratherthanTCP. Thus,our simulationresultsindicate
thatTCP-LPis a practicallyapplicable protocol thataccurately
achieves the functionality of the reference model.

The reminder of this paperis organizedasfollows. In Sec-
tion II, we presentthe reference model to describe TCP-LP’s
designobjectives and in SectionIII we presentthe TCP-LP
protocol. SectionsIV andV present simulationpreliminaries
and experimentalresults.Finally, in SectionsVI andVII we
discussrelatedwork andconclude.

I I . PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section,we provide a brief review of TCPcongestion
control and present a reference model to describe TCP-LP’s
designobjectives.

A. TCP CongestionControl

Figure 1 shows a temporal view of the TCP/Renocon-
gestionwindow behavior at different stageswith points on
the top indicating packet losses.Data transfer begins with
the slow-startphasein which TCP increasesits sendingrate

exponentially until it encounters the first loss or maximum
window size.From this point on, TCP entersthe congestion-
avoidancephaseandusesan additive-increasemultiplicative-
decrease policy to adapt to congestion. Lossesare detected
via either time-out from non-receipt of an acknowledgment,
or by receipt of a triple-duplicate acknowledgement. If loss
occurs andlessthanthreeduplicate ACKs arereceived, TCP
reducesits congestionwindow to one segment andwaits for
a period of retransmissiontime out (RTO), after which the
packet is resent. In the case that another time out occurs
before successfullyretransmitting the packet, TCP entersthe
exponential-backoff phase and doubles RTO until the packet
is successfullyacknowledged.
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Fig. 1. Behavior of TCP Congestion Control

One objective of TCP congestioncontrol is for eachflow
to transmitat its fair rateat its bottlenecklink. While biasing
ratesin favor of flows with small round-trip times,we none-
the-lessrefer to TCP as“f air” in the discussionbelow.1

B. ReferenceModel and DesignObjectives

The objective of TCP-LP is to use excess network band-
width left unutilized by non TCP-LP flows therebymaking
TCP-LPflows transparent to TCPandUDP flows.This design
objective is formalized in Figure 2(a) which depictsa two-
class hierarchical scheduling model (see [8]) that achieves
the idealized systemfunctionality. In the reference system,
thereis a high-priority andlow-priority class,with the former
obtaining strict priority serviceover the latter. Within each
class,serviceis fair among competing flow-controlled flows.
As networks do not typically employ suchschedulingmecha-
nisms,the objective of TCP-LPis to obtainan approximation
to the referencemodel’s behavior via anend-point congestion
control algorithm. As depicted in Figure 2(b), in the actual
system,all flows (high andlow priority) aremultiplexedinto a
single first-come-first-serve queue and serviceapproximating
that of the reference model is obtained via the use of two
different congestion control protocols, TCP and TCP-LP. In
other words, TCP flows should obtain strict priority service
over TCP-LP flows, and competing TCP-LP flows should
eachobtaina fair bandwidth sharecomparedto other TCP-LP
flows.2

1TCP’s fairnessproperties arestudied in depthin [7] for example.
2As UDP flows are non-responsive, they would also be considered high

priority andmultiplexed with the TCP flows.
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I I I . TCP-LP PROTOCOL : MECHANISMS AND

DEPLOYMENT

In this sectionwe develop TCP-LP, a low-priority conges-
tion control protocol thatusestheexcessbandwidthonanend-
to-endpath,versusthefair-rateutilizedby TCP. Wefirst devise
a mechanism for earlycongestion indicationvia inferencesof
one-way packetdelays.Next, we presentTCP-LP’s congestion
avoidance policy to exploit available bandwidth while being
sensitive to early congestion indicators. We then develop
a simple queueing model to study the feasibility of TCP-
transparentcongestioncontrol underheterogeneousround trip
times. Finally, we provide guidelines for TCP-LP parameter
settings.

A. Early CongestionIndication

Thegoalof TCP-LPis to provide low priority servicein the
presenceof TCP traffic. To achieve this goal, it is necessary
for TCP-LPto infer congestionearlierthanTCP. In principle,
the network could provide such early congestionindicators.
For example, TCP-LPflows couldusea type-of-servicebit to
indicatelow priority, androuters could useEarly Congestion
Notification(ECN)messagesto inform TCP-LPflowsof lesser
congestionlevels thanTCPflows.However, giventheabsence
of suchnetwork support, we devisean endpoint realization of
this functionality by using packet delaysas early indicators
for TCP-LP, ascomparedto packet dropsusedby TCP. In this
way, TCP-LP and TCP implicitly coordinate in a distributed
manner to provide the desiredpriority levels.

1) Delay Threshold: TCP-LP measuresone-way packet
delaysand employs a simple delay threshold-basedmethod
for early inference of congestion. Denote �
	 as the one-way
delay of the packet with sequencenumber � , and ���	�� and������� as the minimum andmaximum one-way packet delays
experiencedthroughout theconnection’s lifetime.3 Thus, ����	��
is an estimateof the one-way propagationdelayand � �������� ��	�� is an estimateof the maximum queueing delay.

Next, denote � asthedelaysmoothing parameter, and ��� 	 as
thesmoothed one-way delay. A simpleexponentially weighted
moving averageis computed as

��� 	��� ��� �"!#�$� 	&%"')( �*� 	#+ (1)

3Mini mum and maximum one-way packet delays are init ially estimated
during the slow-start phaseandareusedafter the first packet loss,i.e., in the
congestion avoidance phase.

An early indication of congestion is inferred by a TCP-
LP flow whenever the smoothedone-way delay exceeds a
threshold within the range of the minimum and maximum
delay. In otherwords,theearlycongestionindicationcondition
is ��� 	-, � ��	.�/(0� � �����1� � ��	�� ! 2 + (2)

where 35462/4 � denotesthe threshold parameter(we discuss
the setting of parameters 2 and � in detail in Section III-
D). Thus, analogous to the way ECN usesincreasingqueue
sizes to alert flows of congestion before loss occurs, the
above schemeinfers forthcoming congestion from the end
points’ delaymeasurements sothatTCP-LPflows canbenon-
intrusive to TCP flows.

2) Delay Measurement: TCP-LP obtainssamplesof one-
way packet delaysusingthe TCP timestampoption from [9].
Each TCP packet carriestwo four-byte timestampfields. A
TCP-LPsendertimestampsoneof thesefieldswith its current
clock value when it sendsa data packet. On the other side,
the receiver echoesbackthis timestampvalueandin addition
timestampstheACK packet with its own current time. In this
way, the TCP-LP sendermeasuresone-way packet delays.
Note that the senderand receiver clocks do not have to be
synchronizedsincewe areonly interestedin the relative time
difference.Moreover, a drift betweenthe two clocks is not
significanthereasresetsof � ��	.� and � ����� on time-scalesof
minutes can be applied [10]. Finally, we note that by using
one-way packet delay measurements instead of round-trip
times,cross-traffic in the reversedirectiondoesnot influence
TCP-LP’s inference of early congestion.

B. CongestionAvoidance Policy

1) Objectives:TCP-LPis anend-point algorithm thataims
to emulatethefunctionality of thereference-scheduling model
depictedin Figure2. Considerfor simplicity a scenariowith
one TCP-LP and one TCP flow. A strict priority scheduler
servesTCP-LP packets only when thereare no TCP packets
in the system.However, whenever TCP packets arrive, the
scheduler immediatelybegins serviceof higher priority TCP
packets.

Similarly, after servingthe last packet from the TCP class,
the strict priority schedulerimmediatelystartsservingTCP-
LP packets.Note that it is impossibleto exactly achieve this
behavior from the network endpoints asTCP-LP operateson



time-scalesof round-trip times,while thereferencescheduling
model

7
operateson time-scalesof packet transmissiontimes.

Thus,our goal hereis to develop a congestioncontrol policy
that is able to approximate the desireddynamic behavior.

2) Reacting to Early CongestionIndicators: TCP-LPmust
reactquickly to early congestionindicators to achieve TCP-
transparency. However, simply decreasingthecongestionwin-
dow promptly to zero packets after the receipt of an early
congestionindication (as implied by the referencescheduling
model) unnecessarilyinhibits thethroughput of TCP-LPflows.
This is becausea singleearlycongestionindicationcannotbe
consideredasareliableindication of network congestiongiven
the complex dynamics of cross traffic. On the other hand,
halving the congestion window of TCP-LP flows once-per
round-trip time, as recommended for ECN flows [11], would
result in too slow a response to achieve TCP transparency.

To compromisebetweenthe two, TCP-LPemploys the fol-
lowing algorithm. After receiptof the initial early congestion
indication, TCP-LP halves its congestionwindow and enters
an inference phase by starting an inference time-out timer.
During this inferenceperiod, TCP-LPonly observes responses
from the network, without increasingits congestionwindow.
If it receives anotherearly congestion indication before the
inference timer expires, this indicatesthe activity of cross
traffic, and TCP-LP decreasesits congestionwindow to one
packet. Thus,with persistentcongestion,it takes two round-
trip times for a TCP-LP flow to decreaseits window to 1.
Otherwise,after expiration of the inference timer, TCP-LP
entersthe additive-increasecongestion avoidancephaseand
increasesits congestionwindow by one per round-trip time
(aswith TCP flows in this phase).

We observe that as with router-assistedearly congestion
indication[11], consecutive packetsfrom the sameflow often
experiencesimilar network congestion state.Consequently, as
suggestedfor ECN flows, TCP-LPalsoreactsto a congestion
indication event at most once per round-trip time. Thus,
in order to prevent TCP-LP from over-reacting to bursts
of congestionindicated packets,TCP-LP ignores succeeding
congestionindications if the sourcehasreactedto a previous
delay-basedcongestionindication or to a dropped packet in
the last round-trip time.

Finally, theminimum congestionwindow for TCP-LPflows
in the inferencephaseis set to 1. In this way, TCP-LPflows
conservatively ensurethat an excess bandwidth of at least
onepacket per round-trip time is availablebefore probing for
additional bandwidth.

3) PseudoCode: Figure 3 shows the pseudo code for
TCP-LP’s congestionavoidance policy. We denotecwnd as
congestion window size and itti as the inference time-out
timer state indicator. It is set to one when the timer is
initiatedandto zerowhenthe timer expires.Further, Figure4
illustratesa schematicview of TCP-LP’s congestionwindow
behavior atdifferent stages,wherepoints onthetopmarkearly
congestionindicationsandtheinferencetimerperiodis labeled
itt. For example, with the first early congestion indicator, this
flow enters the inference phase.It later successfullyexits
the inference phaseinto additive increaseas no further early
congestion indicators occur. On the other hand, the second

Variables
new-ACK: indication that ACK packet hasarrived
congind: congestionindication
itti: inference time-out timer indication
cwnd: congestion window

Pseudocode
1. if (new ACK == 1)
2. if (congind == 1)
3. if (itti == 1)
4. cwnd = 1;
5. else
6. cwnd = cwnd/2;
7. endif
8. itt = 1;
9. else
10. if (itti != 1)
11. cwnd += 1/cwnd;
12. endif
13. endif
14. endif

Fig. 3. TCP-LPCongestion AvoidancePolicy

early congestionindicator is followed by a secondindicator
within the inferencephasesuchthat thecongestionwindow is
subsequently set to one.
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Fig. 4. Behavior of TCP-LPCongestion AvoidancePhase

C. ModelingTCP and TCP-LPInteractions

As describedabove, TCP-LPmustdetectcongestionearlier
than TCP. However, in a heterogeneous networking envi-
ronment, different flows can have different round-trip times
ranging from several msecto several sec. Here we address
to what extent TCP-LPflows with large round-trip times can
still infer congestionprior to TCP flows with smallerround-
trip times.Suchbehavior is required suchthat TCP-LPflows
with large round-trip times can still utilize excessnetwork
bandwidth without hindering TCP flows with small round-trip
times.

Our approach is to develop a simple queueing model that
characterizesTCP-LP’s non-intrusiveness in the presence of
TCPcross-traffic, andquantifiesit with respectto thethreshold
parameter 2 . The model, illustratedin Figure5, consistsof a
bottleneck queue with capacity 8 driven by traffic from one
TCP-LP connection with round-trip time 9;:<:>= . Moreover, the
queue services(highpriority) TCPcrosstraffic with round-trip



time denotedby 9;:<:�? . For simplicity, the crosstraffic is also
modeled

7
asoriginating from a singleTCP connection.

Denoting the queue’s total buffer spaceby @ , the early
congestionindication condition is satisfiedwhenever thequeue
length is greater than @�2 packets, which is equivalent to
condition (2) with � �A� in this idealistic scenario. Further
considerthatwithout congestion,the two flows areincreasing
their rateslinearlywith constants B)= and B-? packetspersecond
respectively.4
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Fig. 5. Simplified Model of Heterogeneous RTT Effects

In such a scenario and under a fluid flow model, we
can quantify the conditions in which the TCP-LP flow will
decreaseits sendingrate before the TCP cross-traffic will
experiencepacket loss.We assumethat the queue is initially
emptyandconsiderthat theaggregaterateof the two flows is8 at : � 3 . Denote:G= and :#? asthe respective timeswhenthe
TCP-LP andTCP cross-traffic flow determine that the queue
is congested.For TCP-LP, this time is given by the solution
to 2H@ �JILK&MN � 8 (O� B =QP 9;:<: =R( B ?SP 9;:<: ? ! : � 8�! ��:�T (3)

so that : = � U VXW
YZ M\[#]#K^K&M�_ ZS` [X]#K^K ` . Similarly, :#? �
U VXWZ M\[#]#K^K&M�_ ZS` [X]#K^K ` . In theEquation(3), theterm 8 (a� B =bP 9;:<: =#(Bc? P 9;:<:G?S!<: denotes instantaneous arrival rateof the two flows
at time : , while theterm � 8 denotesservicerate.For theTCP-
LP flow to decreaseits ratebefore thecrosstraffic experiences
packet loss, it is necessarythat : =d( 9;:<: = 4e: ? , which is

equivalent to 9;:<:#=-4 U VXWZ M^[X]GK^K&M._ ZS` [X]#K^K ` �G�f�Lg 2H! .
To interpret this result, consider that B =bP 9;:<: =d�ih B ?�P 9;:<: ? .

For B =j� B ? , this meansthat the TCP-LP flow’s round-trip
time is h times larger than the competing TCP flow’s round-
trip. In this case,the above conditionis equivalent to

h)�&hk(O� !l4 Bc?B V= 9;:<: ?nm @ �G�l� g 2H! V + (4)

Inequality (4) givesan upper bound on h as a function of
the crosstraffic’s round-trip time 9;:<: ? , the queue size @ (in
packets) and the delay threshold 2 . To interpret this result,
considera typical queue size of @ � m +po 8q9;:<:>? and increase
parameters Bn= � Bc? �i� packet/RTT. With the approximation
that h)�rhk(s� !)t h V , we have that h 40g o 8 � ���ug 2H! .

Figure 6 depicts the relationshipbetweenthe ratios of the
round-trip times h and the delay threshold 2 for capacity8 �v�w+po Mb/s and average packet size of 1kB. Observe that

4An increasein congestion window of x packets is considered to be equal
to an increasein bandwidth of x packetsper second.

TCP-LP’s responsivenessrapidly decreases with increasing
delay threshold 2 . Moreover, the figure indicatesTCP-LP’s
potential to achieve TCP transparency. For example, thepoint
(0.4, 11.25) shows that with delaythreshold 2 � 3 + y , a single
TCP-LP connection infers congestion before the competing
TCP incursloss,even if the TCP-LPflow’s round-trip time is
11 timeslarger thanthatof theTCP flow. Similar conclusions
canbedrawn from Equation(4) for 9;:<: =� 9;:<: ? and B ={z� B ? .
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D. Guidelines for ParameterSettings

Here,we proposeguidelinesfor settingTCP-LP’s parame-
tersgiven that the receiptof a singlepacket whosesmoothed
one-way delay is greaterthana prespecifiedthreshold serves
asan early notificationof congestionto a TCP-LPflow.

1) Delay Smoothing � : First, we consider the delay
smoothing parameter� of Equation (1). With large variations
in network delay due to bursty crosstraffic, smoothingone-
way packet delays is essential for preventing false early
congestion indications. On the other hand smoothing over
excessively long time intervals (corresponding to small vales
for � ) can substantiallydegrade TCP-LP’s ability to detect
congestion in its early stages.To balancethesetwo require-
ments,TCP-LPusessmoothing parameter � �i�;PH~ , the value
typically usedfor computing thesmoothedround-trip time for
TCP.

2) Delay Threshold 2 : Next, we consider the early-
congestion-indication delay threshold 2 of Equation(2). The
example from Figure 6 illustrates the advantagesof small
values for the threshold 2 as TCP-LP’s responsivenessde-
creaseswhen 2 increases.However, the use of very small
thresholds can substantiallydegradeTCP-LP’s throughput in
realistic scenarios.This is because even very small (and
frequent)burstsof cross-traffic cancausequeueing delayson
a bottleneck link. TCP-LPsensesthesedelaysfrom the edge,
andif it usessmall thresholds, frequentdelayoscillationscan
be misinterpretedas congestionindications, even in a lightly
loaded network. In turn, false early congestion indications
would causea TCP-LP flow to unnecessarilydecreaseits
sendingrate.

Thus, 2 must be set to balance increasedprotocol respon-
sivenesswith avoiding falseearly congestionindications. To
obtainthesmallestvalueof 2 capableof avoiding falseindica-
tions,we devise the following experimentwith reversetraffic.
We consider a single TCP-LP flow in a single-bottleneck
scenario, where different numbers of long-lived FTP/TCP
flows operatein the reverse direction, as depictedin Figure
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7. Thus, the ACK packets of the TCP flow form a cross-
traffic stream that multiplexes with TCP-LP’s data traffic.
The objective is to set the threshold 2 such that TCP-LP’s
throughput does not degradein the presenceof this reference
ACK stream.

Figure 8 depictsTCP-LP’s normalized throughput for dif-
ferentvaluesof the threshold parameter2 . Observe that even
this low bit-ratecross-traffic reference stream,which consists
solely of ACK packets, can degrade TCP-LP’s throughput
substantiallyif the threshold is set too low. For example, as
depictedin Figure 8, TCP-LP’s throughput can drop to as
low as10% of the link bandwidth if the threshold 2 is set to
0.01. However, the figure also indicatesthat the throughput
improveswith increasing 2 , sincefor larger valuesof 2 TCP-
LP becomesnon-sensitive to pure ACK bursts.
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Thus, while necessarilynot comprehensive, we find that

settingthethreshold 2 to thevalueof 0.15is ableto accurately
decouple the influenceof ACK cross-traffic streamsfrom data
cross-traffic streams.In other words, while being robust in
utilizing available bandwidth in the presence of pure ACK
streams,TCP-LPretainsits responsive nature in the presence
of puredataor aggregation of dataandACK streams.5

3) Inference Time-out itt: Finally, a similar trade-
off between congestion-responsiveness and throughput-
aggressivenessholds for the inferencetime-outtimer parame-
ter. With a longer inferencetime-out timer, TCP-LPbecomes
more responsive to congestionwhereas a smaller inference
time-out timer causesTCP-LP to switch soonerto the more
aggressive additive-increasephase.To compromise between
the two, we set itt to three round-trip times, therebygiving
enough space for a TCP-LP flow to rapidly decrease its
window size in periods of persistentcongestion, while at the

5Numerousadditional simulations (not shown) including scenarios with
hundreds of flows, heterogeneous link capacities and multiple bottlenecks
corroboratethat this valuerepresentsa high performancecompromisebetween
TCP-LP’s responsivenessandability to prevent falsecongestion indications.

sametime allowing TCP-LPto probethenetwork aggressively
enough.

IV. SIMULATION PRELIMINARIES

In this section,we describeTCL-LP/ECN, a benchmark
algorithm that usesnetwork ECN insteadof end-point delay
thresholds to infer congestion.Thisprovidesmeansto evaluate
the early-congestion-inference aspectof TCP-LP separately
from its congestion-control policy. We also presentthe base-
line simulationscenarioand describe the “square-wave” and
web-like backgroundtraffic patterns.

A. TCP-LP/ECNBenchmark Algorithm

Here,we describeTCP-LP/ECN,a variantof TCP-LPthat
usesECN for detectingcongestioninsteadof one-way packet
delays.(Recallthatoneof our basicdesigngoalsis to develop
an end-point protocol that is able to operate without any
support from the network.)

We simulateTCP-LP/ECNby modifying the implementa-
tion of RED [12] in ns-2asfollows.First,we settheminimum
andthemaximum RED thresholds to thevalueof 2H@ packets.
Second, we configure the RED gateways to set the ECN bit
in the TCP-LP packet headerwhen the average queue size
exceeds 2H@ asanearly indication of congestion.On theother
hand, packetsbelonging to TCP flows areneithermarkednor
droppedwhen the queuesize exceeds 2H@ , and TCP packets
aredroppedonly whenthequeueoverflows. In this way, TCP-
LP/ECN emulatesthe distributed TCP-LP protocol with the
former usingrouterqueue measurementsand the latter using
end-point delaymeasurements.

B. Topology and BackgroundTraffic

As a baselinetopology, we considermany flows sharinga
singlecongestedlink asshown in Figure 9. Thebandwidth of
this link is either1.5Mb/s or 10Mb/s and it haspropagation
delay 20ms. The accesslinks have capacity 100Mb/s and
delay 2ms. The queue size is set to 2.5 times the delay-
bandwidth product. For each data point, we perform 50
simulationrunsandreport averages. Eachsimulationrun lasts
1000sec.Our ns-2 implementation of TCP-LP is derived by
modifying TCP/Reno.
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Fig. 9. Single BottleneckSimulation Scenario

To explore thedynamicsof TCP-LP, weuseon-off constant-
rateflowswith equalonandoff times,giving periodic “square-
wave” patternsof available bandwidth as in reference [13].
While not representative of actualtraffic patterns,this scenario
is motivated by the need to systematicallyexplore TCP-
LP’s ability to utilize the excessbandwidth and to study its



transparency andfairnessproperties.In theseexperiments,the
available bandwidth alternatesbetweenthe full link capacity
of 10Mb/s and3.3Mb/s whenthe periodic sourceis idle and
active respectively. Theperiodof oscillationsis changed from
oneto 1000 round-trip times, i.e., from 50ms to 50sec.

Next, to explore TCP-LP’s behavior with web traffic, we
adopt the model developed in [14]. In this model, clients
initiate sessionsfrom randomly chosenweb siteswith several
web pagesdownloadedfrom eachsite. Each pagecontains
several objects, each of which requires a TCP connection
for delivery (i.e., HTTP 1.0). The inter-page and inter-object
time distributions are exponential with means of onesecand
onemsec,respectively. Eachpageconsistsof ten objectsand
theobjectsizeis distributedaccording to a Paretodistribution
with shapeparameter1.2.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now usesimulationto evaluatetheperformanceof TCP-
LP in a varietyof scenarios. Our goal is to explore TCP-LP’s
behavior in both artificial andrealisticnetwork environments.
We evaluate TCP-LP’s impact on both the throughput and
delay characteristics of competing cross-traffic. Moreover,
we explore TCP-LP’s ability to utilize the excess network
bandwidth andto achieve fairnessamong competing TCP-LP
flows.

A. FTP and ReverseBackground Traffic

We first considersimultaneous FTP downloads,whereone
flow usesTCP-LP and the other usesTCP. Our objectives
are to examine to what extent TCP-LP can utilize excess
bandwidth in the presence of greedy long-lived TCP traffic,
and to investigate the extent to which TCP-LP flows perturb
TCP traffic. In addition to this scenario, we alsomeasurethe
throughput in simulationswithout TCP-LP consistingof one
and two TCP flows. The resultsare summarizedin the first
row of Table I. In this scenario, there is no excesscapacity
available for TCP-LP, andTCP-LPslightly perturbs the TCP
flows and receives a throughput of 2.7% of the link capacity
for both TCP-LPandTCP-LP/ECN.

With tenFTP/TCPflows in thereversedirection, theACKs
of the forward-direction TCP flows are delayedthereby in-
creasingtheir round-trip time andACK losses,anddecreasing
their throughput. Thus, excesscapacity is indeed available
for TCP-LP flows. In particular, the secondrow of Table I
illustratesthat the throughput of the (forward) TCP flow in
this case is 49.7%. With the presence of a TCP-LP flow,
the TCP flow’s throughput is only marginally reduced to
49.3%, indicating that TCP-LP achieves nearly perfect TCP
transparency while achieving 7.3% throughput.

Figure10depictsthetemporal dynamicsof thisscenarioand
illustratesthat TCP’s congestionwindow widely oscillatesin
the rangebetweenzero and 30 packets. The window of the
TCP-LPflow, alsodepicted, is ableto track TCP’s oscillation
and increasesits own window size when TCP’s window
decreases,andvia earlycongestioninference,TCP-LPquickly
backsoff when the TCP flow rampsup its window size.By
the time the TCP flow’s window reachesits maximum of 30
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packets,TCP-LPis in theinferencephase,waiting for thenext
opportunity to utilize excess bandwidth.

B. Square-waveBackground Traffic

Next, we explore TCP-LP’s performance in the presence of
square-wave background traffic asdescribedin SectionIV-B.

1) Square Wave Period: Our first experiments investigate
TCP-LP’s ability to utilize excessbandwidth remaining from
periodic on-off flows that transmit at constant rate when
“on”. Figure11 depictsthe bandwidth utilized by TCP, TCP-
LP and TCP-LP/ECN,normalized to 6.6Mb/s, the average
excessbandwidth left unusedby the square-wave background
traffic. For comparison,we alsodepictthenormalizedaverage
availablebandwidth curve.
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Observe that all three curves in Figure 11 have similar
shape,andall threeprotocols utilize approximately only 50%
of the available bandwidth when the square-wave period is
too small (e.g.,0.2seconds).Surprisingly, in this regime,both
TCP-LP and TCP-LP/ECNutilize more available bandwidth
than TCP. This is due to the early congestionindication
and responsive congestion avoidance policy of the TCP-LP
protocol,whichis ableto deferaccessto thecross-traffic bursts
(from 0 to 2/3 8 in this case)while avoiding entering the
exponential-backoff phase.

2) Aggregation Level: Next, we explore the impact of the
number of flows undera fixed squarewave periodof 6.4 sec.
Figure 12 illustrates that with higher levels of aggregation
consistingof even 5 flows, TCP flows quickly overcomethe
performance problem of Figure 11. On the other hand, for
TCP-LP utilization increasesmore slowly with aggregation
level, as with a small number of flows, TCP-LP is not able
to develop large congestion windows becauseit sensesthe
existenceof other competingTCP-LP flows and decreases



TABLE I

NORMALIZED THROUGHPUT (%)

scenario TCP TCP vs. TCP-LP TCP vs. TCP-LP/ECN TCP vs. TCP

no reverseTCP traffic 100 96.8 vs. 2.7 96.8vs. 2.7 50 vs. 50
reverseTCP traffic 49.7 49.3 vs. 7.3 49.1vs. 8 32 vs. 32

its window accordingly. However, TCP-LP overcomes this
problem with a larger number of multiplexed flows.
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3) Fairness: Herewe studyfairnessamongTCP-LPflows
using Jain’s fairnessindex [15]. The index, always between
0 and 1, is 1 if all flow throughputs are the same. Our
experimentsincludetenflows of thesametype(TCP, TCP-LP
or TCP-LP/ECN)that competewith the samenon-responsive
squarewave backgroundtraffic.
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Figure13 depictsthe fairnessindexesof threeprotocolsfor
different periodsof squarewave oscillations.First, observe
that for both TCP and TCP-LP/ECN, the fairness index is
approximately equal to 1 for all periods. However, TCP-
LP’s fairnessindex is slightly below one for time scalesof
up to 400ms. Examining the traces,we conclude that this
originates from inaccurate estimatesof the minimum and
maximum delays. In most cases,one TCP-LP flow over-
estimatesthe minimum delay value � ��	.� due to wide and
frequentoscillationsof thebackground traffic. For this reason,
it sendsmore than its fair shareand the fairnessindex drops
slightly. However, astheoscillationperiodincreases,all flows
useperiods of low cross-traffic rateto accurately estimatethe
minimum one-way delay.

C. HTTP BackgroundTraffic

Here, we explore TCP-LP’s behavior in an environment
dominatedby web-like transactions in the scenariodescribed
in SectionIV-B.

We run four experimentsfor the topology of Figure9 with
a link capacityof 1.5Mb/s. In additionto web traffic between
nodeszeroandone,thereis oneFTPconnection thatoperates
in the samedirection as the web-traffic. This connection is
a long-lived bulk transferand is a candidate for low-priority
service.In thefirst threeexperiments,theFTPconnection uses
TCP-LP, TCP-LP/ECN,and TCP. Finally, to measureweb-
traffic responsetimeswithout any cross-traffic, we perform a
fourth experiment in which no FTP traffic is generated. For
the web transactions, we measureand average the response
times for differentsizedobjects.

1) Impacton HTTPResponseTimes: To explore TCP-LP’s
impacton web traffic, we compare HTTP file retrieval times
with and without background TCP-LP bulk transfers.Figure
14 depictsthe averageddifference betweenthe two transfer
times. For example, when TCP-LP is usedfor a long-lived
file transfer, the meanretrieval time for a 10kB web-file is
0.49sec.On theotherhand,this retrieval time is 0.43secwhen
there is no TCP-LP file transfer, hencethe point (10, 0.06)
in the figure. Theseexperiments illustrate the non-intrusive
aspectof TCP, as the long-lived TCP-LP bulk transferflow
only slightly increasesthe mean web-traffic response time,
with increasingtransparency achieved with larger HTTP file
sizes.
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2) Impactof High vs.Low Priority Bulk Transfer: We next
show that if thebulk transferflow usesTCP rather thanTCP-
LP, then the web responsetimes are significantly degraded.
Figure 15 depictsweb-file responsetimes normalizedby the
responsetimesobtainedwhenthebackgroundfile transferuses
TCP. Becauseof this normalization, the curve labeled“TCP”
in Figure15 is a straightline with a valueof one.

Observe that useof TCP-LPfor bulk datatransferreduces
the web traffic responsetimes by approximately 80% com-
paredto TCP bulk transfer. TCP-LP’s reduction in response
time for web traffic occurs becausewithout it, the TCP bulk-
transferdemands its fair shareof network bandwidth when
competing with web-traffic. On the other hand, the bulk-
transferflow itself utilizes 61% of the bandwidth whenTCP
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is used,only 10% more than when TCP-LP is used.This
result emphasizes the benefits of low prioritization of bulk
data transfers over web-traffic, which TCP-LP achieves in a
distributedmanner.

D. Multiple Bottlenecks

We next consider a more realistic multiple bottleneck
scenariousing the topologies of Figures 16 and 19. In all
experiments,links 0-1, 1-2 and2-3 have capacity of 1.5Mb/s,
while all the othershave capacityof 100Mb/s.

FTP
0 1 2 3

w� ww(1) w� ww(2) w� ww(3)

s� erver pool(1) s� erver pool(2) s� erver pool(3)

c� lient pool(1) c� lient pool(2) c� lient pool(3)

Fig. 16. First Topology for Multi ple Bottlenecks

1) RTT Heterogeneity: To study TCP-LP when its round-
trip time increasescomparedto round-trip timesof competing
HTTP flows, we considerthe scenarioin which the bulk file-
transferflow traversesmultiple bottlenecks asshown in Figure
16. There are three server and client pools, eachof which
generatescross-traffic on different bottleneck links.
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Figure 17 depicts the averageddifferencebetweenHTTP
file responsetimes with and without the presenceof a bulk-
transferTCP-LPflow. Observe thatdespitehaving around-trip
time threetimesaslarge,TCP-LPretainsits non-intrusiveness
to the HTTP/TCP flows. This confirms the modeling result
from SectionIII -C, which statesthat TCP-LP flows arenon-
intrusive to TCP flows even if their round-trip timesaremuch

larger. Also, we do not observe any substantialdifference
betweenTCP-LP and TCP-LP/ECN,except that TCP-LP is
slightly moreresponsive.

2) Impactof High vs. Low Priority Bulk Transfer: Figure
18 depictsthe responsetimesfor different sizedobjectsfrom
all three pools normalized by the responsetimes obtained
whenbackground FTPtransferusesTCP. We observe that the
benefitof prioritization observed in the singlebottleneck sce-
nario still holdsin this multiple-bottleneckscenario,although
lesspronounced. Thedifferenceis becausethelong-livedTCP
flow is now lessintrusive to webtraffic dueto its larger round-
trip time.
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3) Multi-hop Web Traffic: Next, we consider the scenario
in which web traffic traversesmultiple hops and three FTP
connectionseachtraversea single hop as depictedin Figure
19. Thus,the FTP flows in this scenarioplay the role of “f ast
elephants”, a term for long-lived flows with short round-trip
times [16].

w� ww

0 1 2 3
FTP(1) FTP(2) FTP(3)

c� lient pools� erver pool

Fig. 19. SecondTopology for Multiple Bottlenecks

Figure20 depictsthe averageddifferencebetweenweb file
responsetimeswith andwithout the threeTCP-LPbulk trans-
fers. In this scenario,the small TCP-LP round-trip time only
improve its responsivenessandnon-intrusivenessto competing
web-traffic suchthat it becomes fully transparent to TCP. For
example, themeanresponsetime for the10kB file is 0.98sec,
while it is 0.74sec in the idealizedscenariowhen there are
no FTP downloads in the system.This is revealed as the
point (10, 0.24) for TCP-LP in Figure 20. Observe that the
absolutedifference in responsetimes increasesthree times
in this scenariowhen compared to the single-node scenario
simplybecausetheHTTPtraffic now traversesthreecongested
hops. However, theper-node impactof thebulk-transferTCP-
LP flows is approximately left unchanged.

Finally, for comparison, we again explore the systembe-
havior when TCP is usedfor bulk data transfers. Figure 21
depictsthenormalized responsetimesfor HTTP file retrievals.
Thefigure indicatesthat“f astTCPelephants”severely impede
the performanceof web traffic that traversesmultiple hops.
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For example, in this scenario,the averageresponsetime for a
10kB file from the HTTP traffic streamis 14.27sec.

This poor performance is because many web-traffic flows
experiencelossof their first packet which requireswaiting for
adefault time-out interval of 3secbefore resending. According
to our results,eachTCPflow from thewebstreamexperiences
four to five such timeout intervals on average. On the other
hand, theresultsfrom Figure21 indicatethatsimpletwo-class
prioritization achieved by TCP-LP can successfullyprovide
a desirable systembehavior. While TCP-LP attains52% of
the bandwidth (10% less than TCP), it improves web-traffic
response timesby more than90%.
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VI. RELATED WORK

While no protocolsother thanTCP-LPprovide anend-point
realizationof a low priority service,thereare relatedefforts
in several areas.First, one of the key TCP-LP mechanisms
is the useof packet delaymeasurementsfor early congestion
indications. Jain’s delay-basedcongestionavoidance protocol
[15], Wanget al.’s TCP/Dual[17], Brakmoet al.’s TCP/Vegas
[18] all use delay-basedcongestion control in an effort to
increaseTCP throughput due to a reduced number of packet
lossesandtimeouts,anda reducedlevel of congestionover the
path. In contrast,TCP-LP usesone-waydelaymeasurements
vs. round-trip delays.Moreover, the key differencebetween
TCP-LP and RTT-basedcongestion control protocols is in
their primary objective. While the formeraim to achieve fair-
share rate allocations,TCP-LP aims to utilize only excess
bandwidth. In this context, we alsonotethatMartin et al. [19]
suggestthatRTT-basedcongestionavoidanceis problematicto
incrementally deploy in the Internet dueto degradedthrough-
put as compared to TCP/Renoflows. Observe that TCP-LP
doesnot suffer from this problem againdue to its different
objective: TCP-LPtargetstheexcess-capacity ratevs. thefair-
sharerate.

Second, TCP-LP usesearly congestion indication (earlier
thanTCP) asa basisfor achieving classdifferentiation.Clark
andFeng[2] proposedRIO (RED with In andOut) in which
routersapply differentmarking/dropping functions for differ-
ent classesof flows, thereby providing servicedifferentiation.
While similar in philosophy to TCP-LP, TCP-LP develops
an end-point realization of early congestion indication for
the purpose of low-priority transfer. Consequently, TCP-LP
is applicable over routers andswitchesthat provide no active
queue managementor servicedifferentiation.

Next, TCP-LP relates to adaptive bandwidth allocation
schemesthat aim to minimize file-transmissiontimes using
file-size-basedservicedifferentiation. GuoandMatta [20] use
RIO in core routers and a packet classifier at the edge to
distinguish betweenlong- and short-lived TCP flows. Yang
anddeVeciana[21] develop TCP/SARenoin whichtheAIMD
parameters dynamically dependon the remaining file size.
While TCP-LP also substantiallyimproves file-transmission
timesin thebest-effort class,thekey differencebetweenTCP-
LP andtheaboveschemesis thatit providesstrict low-priority
service,independent of the file size.

Finally, as TCP-LP targets transmitting at the rate of
available bandwidth, it is related to cross-traffic estimation
algorithms which attempt to infer the available bandwidth
via probing (seereference [6] for a thorough review of such
algorithms).For example,Ribeiroetal. [4] andAlouf etal. [5]
provide algorithms for estimationof parametersof competing
cross-traffic under multifractal and Poissonmodelsof cross
traffic. In contrast,TCP-LPprovidesanadaptive estimationof
availablebandwidth by continually monitoring one-waydelays
anddynamically tracking the excesscapacity. Similarly, Jain
andDovrolis [6] develop pathload, a delay-basedrate-adaptive
probing schemefor estimatingavailable bandwidth. The key
difference betweenpathload and TCP-LP is that the latter
aimsto utilize the availablebandwidth, while the former only
estimatesit.

VI I . CONCLUSIONS

This paper presentsTCP-LP, a protocol designedto achieve
low-priority service(as compared to the existing best-effort
class) from the network endpoints. TCP-LP allows low-
priority applications such as bulk data transfer to utilize
excessbandwidth without significantly perturbing non-TCP-
LP flows. TCP-LP is realizedas a sender-side modification
of the TCP congestion control protocol and requires no
functionality from the network routersnor any otherprotocol
changes. We performed an extensive set of ns-2 simulations
and showed that 1) TCP-LP is largely non-intrusive to TCP
traffic while at thesametime, TCP-LPflows cansuccessfully
utilize a large portion of the excess network bandwidth. 2)
In practice,significant excesscapacity is available even in
the presenceof “greedy” long-lived FTP/TCPflows due to
factors such as ACK delays from reverse traffic. 3) Com-
peting TCP-LP flows sharethe excessbandwidth fairly. 4)
File transfertimes of best-effort web traffic are significantly
reducedwhenlong-livedbulk datatransfers useTCP-LPrather
thanTCP. A linux implementation of TCP-LP is availableat



http://www.ece.rice.edu/networks/TCP-LP. In future work, we
plan to

�
validate the above findings using experiments in a

controlled network testbedaswell ason the Internet.
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